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 . Introduction 
Recent developments of financial sector and involvement of today’s world in financial activities, 
made this sector to be at the core of the economy. In this context, banking system as  the main 
part of financial sector, facilitates the transmission of financial resources from savers to 
borrowers in an uncertain environment (Frame and White 4102). Banking system helps to 
moderate the operational risk of business enterprises by providing different financing options and 
resources. At the same time, banks as intermediary units, transfer money surplus of individuals to 
most efficient units in economy by employing a risk management and credit evaluation systems.  
Banking sector, same as other economic sectors, applies labor and capital as real resources cost, 
however, their involvement in many fundamental uncertainties which are associated with 
financial activities faced them with different types of operational risks. In one hand, they have to 
dedicate huge efforts and resources to diminish the risk of their activities. In other hand, they 
have to satisfy their costumers by introducing more reliable and faster mechanisms in order to 
alter the financial risk of depositors and borrowers. 
As a result, banks always try to introduce some new products and services which reduce the 
aforementioned risks and expenditures. We consider all these improvements as financial 
innovation and in this paper we try to explain its dynamics in US banking system. According to 
Frame and white (4112), regulation, size of financial enterprises, cost and technological 
opportunities are factors which foster innovation in financial institutions. Likewise innovation in 
non-financial contexts, financial innovation occurs in both new products/services and in new 
production process. Frame and White (4102) categorized all financial innovations that happened 
in last 01 years into three parts: “new products/services”, “new production process” and “ new 
organizational forms”. For instance, they defined mortgage loans as a “new product” which has 
experienced great changes over time. New payment methods such as automated teller machines 
(ATMs), debit cards and online banking are good examples of “new services” in financial 
sectors. Automated Clearing-House (ACH), Asset Securitization and Small Business Credit 
Scoring are introduced as “new production processes” and the emergence of internet-only 
banking is a well-known example of “new organizational form”.  
Improvements in financial activities have a substantial role and broad effects in an economy and 
studies in financial innovation and its trend during the time have attracted a lot of attention in 
economics. It is noted by Allen (4104) that there are two views about financial innovation 
effects. In fact we need to consider the positive and negative influences of this kind of innovation 
together. He discussed, in one hand, financial crises in 4112 as a dark side of financial 
innovation. On the other hand, the improvement in financial products which finance business 
enterprises is mentioned as a positive effect of financial innovation. Considering both advantages 
and disadvantages, he concluded that the positive impacts of financial innovation are more than 
the negative parts. Thus, as Frame and White (4102) emphasize, financial innovations are 
associated with trial-and-error, even though the success of each innovation is not an inherent 
characteristics of that innovation. Moreover, financial innovation of a bank, per se, is a discrete 
event while may have long standing effects on economy and also on its own performance.       
First step toward investigating the dynamic of innovation in each industry and evaluating its 
effects on economy is to measure innovation. However, one of the most important problems in 
innovation arguments is how to identify and measure it. In industry sector, the available 
measurements to identify innovation activities are number of patents, R&D expenditure and share 
of R&D workers. Unfortunately these measurements for service sector, especially financial 
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sector, are problematic and not readily available. In literature there are a few studies about 
measuring financial innovation. This study attempts to identify and measure innovation in 
banking system as the most important section of financial institutions. Following Bos et al. 
(4112), we measure technology gap ratios in banking by applying frontier analysis: “changes in 
the technology gap show the relative improvements in technology sets, which in turn are affected 
by innovations”. This study will employ Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) to estimate the 
annual cost frontier functions and calculate the efficiency scores to compare banks in each year. 
Since firms in each year are working under different environments and regulations, the annual 
efficiency scores would not be comparable. Thus, to find a global frontier function and efficiency 
scores, the most efficient cost function (or the best-practice cost function) for the whole period 
has to be estimated. This way, we can compare the performance of each unit to the best-practice 
cost function which shows the efficiency level of each firm. Following, the gap between the 
annual cost frontier functions and the best-practice cost function can be measured.  
All the above procedures can be implemented by meta-frontier function introduced by Battese et 
al. (4112) which fulfills two objectives: 
i) produces an efficiency measurement which is comparable for all firms working under different 
technologies, ii) estimates the technology gap ratios which indicate the relative distance of 
different annual frontiers to the meta-frontier function. As a result, estimated technology gap ratio 
(TGR) and its trend can be utilized as an indicator for innovation activities in banking sector.  
This study consists of six sections. Current introduction makes section one followed by section 
two representing the theoretical background and reviewing the relevant studies. Third section 
consists of the methodology of the study followed by fourth section which explains the data 
source and its structure. Section five covers the empirical results and at the end, we come to 
conclusions.     
 . Theoretical background 
One of the most important problems in innovation arguments is how to identify and measure 
innovation activities. This issue becomes more serious in financial sector where its outputs are 
fundamentally different comparing to other industries. Moreover, it is difficult to directly attach 
the performance of financial institutions to their innovation activities. In the literature there are a 
few studies that addressed measuring financial innovation and this paper is an attempt to 
highlight some ideas in measuring financial innovation in banking system.  
Bos et al. (4112) introduced a method to measure the technology gap ratio in banking system. 
They discussed that changes of technology gap ratio can be interpreted as the relative 
developments in technology sets. Put differently, changing in technology gap can be considered 
as a proxy of innovation activities. Therefore estimating the technology sets which indicates the 
possible combination of inputs and outputs (such as production function, profit function and cost 
function) can be a basis for measuring technology gap ratio.  
Stochastic Frontier Analysis is a parametric approach in the benchmarking models and its 
estimation procedure is mainly based on econometric method (Coelli, Rao et al. 4112). Aigner et 
al. (0222) firstly developed SFA in production function and introduced the definition of 
disturbance term in frontier function. The disturbance term is equal to the sum of “symmetric 
normal” and “half-normal random” variables. In another study, Meeusen and Broeck (0222) 
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proposed a new definition for error term which is a combination of efficiency measure and noise 
error term. They chose Cobb-Douglas production function as their functional form.   
Efficiency measures resulted from SFA approach enables us to compare the performances of 
several firms operating under the same technologies or regulations. In other words, all firms in 
this explanation have to be working in the common environment or at least very similar 
situations. This condition put a strong constraint on the SFA model in which we cannot compare 
companies in different countries, industries and even different years. Therefore, latter studies try 
to introduce new approaches putting this limitation aside. 
The first attempt back to the seminal work of Hayami (0292) and Hayami and Ruttan (0221) by 
introducing meta-frontier function. They presented a meta-production function which 
encompasses all the most efficient countries in agricultural productivity in order to find the 
differences of productivity between developed and less-developed countries. We see that the 
aforementioned homogeneity constraint is no longer assumed. Latter, Battese et al (4112) 
developed meta-frontier model to estimate the production frontier function for firms operating in 
different regions and under different technologies. In other words this method assumes that there 
is a single data-generation procedure for heterogeneous firms instead of two or more data-
generation process. 
Even though there have been noticeable advancements in efficiency analysis theory, most of the 
attempts were concentrated on industrial and agricultural sectors with a few attention to 
technological changes in service sector. Moreover, a majority of studies in service sector only 
tried to explain the regional differences as a cause of heterogeneity generation between firms. In 
the context of current research, financial institutions have the same situation. In recent study of 
Bos et al. (4112), the Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) is employed to estimate the cost frontier 
functions in each year and calculate the efficiency scores for banking system. Since it is not 
possible to assume that banks in different year are working under the same environments and 
regulations, the annual efficiency scores cannot be comparable. We can at most have the 
estimation for banks under the same frontier functions. Therefore, we cannot compare the annual 
cost frontier functions or simply the annual technology sets. In order to calculate technology gap, 
the meta-frontier analysis provides a technology set which is potentially available for whole 
period and for all firms.   
This study utilizes the concept of meta-frontier approach for estimating the meta-frontier cost 
function. We consider banks in each year as a different group and estimate the annual cost 
frontier function using SFA. Then by estimating the most efficient cost function which is 
potentially available in each year (meta-frontier function), in one hand, we can calculate the 
distance of annual cost frontier function relative to it. This relative distance indicates the 
technology gap ratio for each year. In the other hand, the efficiency measurement of the meta-
frontier function will be comparable for all firms and all years. Thus, the meta-frontier function 
enables us to estimate an efficiency measurement which is comparable for all firms working in 
different technologies and also the technology gap ratios which indicate the relative distance of 
different annual frontiers to the meta-frontier. 
 
3. Methodology 
3. . Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) 
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Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) is a parametric approach in modern benchmarking models 
that indicates the relationship between cost and inputs prices and outputs. The prominent feature 
of SFA is its stochastic form that makes it different from other deterministic approaches which 
consider only the inefficiency error term. Aigner et al. (0222) firstly developed SFA in 
production function and provided a definition of disturbance term in frontier function which is 
the sum of symmetric normal and half-normal random variables. Also, Meeusen and Broeck 
independently (0222) proposed a composed error term (an efficiency measure and noise error 
term) in a Cobb-Douglas production function. According to Bogetoft and Otto (4101), SFA 
method specifically supposes that the source of deviations from the cost frontier function is not 
only the efficiency term (such as managerial performance) but also the noise term on the value of 
cost such as the effects of luck, weather, measurement problems, etc. So, the cost frontier 
function will have an extra variable denoted by vi . In other words, following Hasan and Marton 
(4110), in stochastic production frontier function (cost or profit function), the error term is 
decomposed into two elements. One component indicates the random disturbance which is 
assumed to have a symmetric normal distribution around the frontier and is raised from 
uncontrolled variables. The other component of error term which depicts the inefficiency of 
firms, is assumed to follow non-negative half-normal distribution above (under) the cost (profit 
or production) frontier and is raised from factors of management (Hasan and Marton 4110).     
Therefore, the error term consists of two parts:   as a random error term and    as an efficiency 
term.Thus the cost frontier function will be expressed as: 
                                  0 4      
Where    is total cost of firm    ,    denotes both inputs prices and outputs vectors,    is unknown 
parameter vector. The noise term (  ) is assumed an independently and identically distributed 
(i.i.d) normal random variable with mean zero and constant variance   
4(v ~ N(1,  
4)). The 
efficiency term (ui) is a positive independently and identically distributed (i.i.d) half-normal 
random variable with mean µ and variance   
4 (u ~ N+(µ,  
4 )) and is independent from   . 
Consequently, the cost efficiency will be the ratio of minimum or fully-efficient cost to the actual 
or observed cost of firm. This ratio is 0 for firms on the annual cost frontier function and less than 
one for those above the annual frontier function which we interpret them cost inefficient: 
                   
        
  
 
        
           
      
To estimate the unknown parameter (  ,   
4  and   
4 ) in SFA models, the maximum likelihood 
principles will apply (Bogetoft and Otto 4101).  
3. . Meta-frontier cost function 
In the context of current research, for comparing firms by efficiency scores estimated by SFA, it 
is necessary to analyze firms operating under the same technologies or regulations. In other 
words, for comparing firms by these efficiency scores, they have to be homogeneous. 
But for comparing firms operating under different technologies which are heterogeneous, we 
need a global efficiency measurement and applying SFA for this purpose has a constraint. Here, 
the meta-frontier cost efficiency (which released this restriction) can be helpful (Battese, Rao et 
al. 4112). The advantage of this efficiency measurement reveals when we want to have a policy 
implication to policy makers and authorities because it helps to have a better understanding of 
differences between units operating under different conditions. 
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The meta-frontier analysis consists of all available technologies across units over time and is 
defined as the minimum possible cost for available input prices and outputs. Therefore, this curve 
envelops each annual cost frontier functions. The functional form of meta-frontier cost function is 
proposed by Battese, et al. (4112) and expressed as: 
     
       
                     0 4      
Where   
  is the optimal cost for bank   with a given outputs and input prices (    in the 
considered period. Also,   
  indicates parameter vector in the meta-frontier cost function in which 
the restriction: 
    
       
has to be satisfied. In other words, the meta-frontier cost function is a “deterministic curve” 
below the definite components of annual stochastic cost frontier and it must be less than or equal 
to the certain parts of each cost frontier in different years (Battese, Rao et al. 4112). 
Three annual stochastic frontiers and a meta-cost frontier in case of one output are depicted in 
figure 0. As it is shown in the graph, the meta-frontier cost function envelops the annual 
stochastic frontiers and it lies below them. In other words, it is an optimal cost which is not more 
than the deterministic part of each stochastic frontier for different years. The frontiers A and C 
are relatively closer to the meta-frontier curve than the frontier B. It means that in both former 
cases the higher production technology is applied than in the latter one. 
Insert figure 0 here 
Considering the restriction that the meta-frontier cost function does not have to be more than any 
annual stochastic cost frontier,    has to be estimated in such a curve which is below all annual 
frontiers. Hence, meta-frontier cost function has the minimum distance to the deterministic part 
of the stochastic cost frontiers for different years. According to Battese, Rao et al. (4112)    
derived by solving the following optimization problem: 
                       
   
 
  0
 
  0
 
           
            . 
This optimization emphasizes that the absolute distance between the meta-frontier cost function 
and the deterministic part of the yearly stochastic frontiers is minimized with respect to the 
constraint that the meta-frontier has to fall below annual cost frontiers. Substituting: 
     
       
  
and 
              
in optimization problem, produces the simpler form: 
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  0
 
  0
 
          
      , 
Similar to DEA approach, we can solve it by linear programming method. The beauty is that the 
outcome of this problem is the same as the solution of minimizing function        with respect 
to the restriction      
      . Here, Ῑ is the row vector of means of elements of the   -vectors for 
all observations in all years (Battese, Rao et al. 4112).  
3.3. Meta-frontier cost efficiency and Technology Gap Ratio (TGR) 
In previous subsection the meta-frontier cost function was estimated and the next step is to 
estimate the meta-frontier cost efficiency ratio and Technology Gap Ratio (TGR). 
By meta-frontier cost function, the meta-technical efficiency can be calculated for each bank 
operates in different regulations and also for different years. In other words, the meta-cost 
frontier function helps us to calculate the technical efficiency for individual banks and 
consequently compare banks to each other. This efficiency measurement reflects the performance 
of each unit with respect to the most efficient ones (which use the minimum cost for all years).  
Conventionally the cost efficiency of a firm is defined by the fraction of the most efficient cost 
relative to its observed cost (given the input prices and outputs). This ratio indicates the distance 
of the observed firm’s cost to the meta-frontier cost which is adjusted by the random error term 
and it is expressed as: 
                                 
  
  
 
  
 
Or in broad form: 
   
  
     
    
           
      
     
 
     
 
It is obvious from the above formulation that    
  has two components: 
The first term is the firm’s cost efficiency derived from the annual stochastic cost frontier which 
is defined before: 
    
        
           
      , 
Where, since    is a non-negative variable, it captures values between zero and one. 
Figure (4) illustrates two cases of separate yearly cost frontier and the meta-cost frontier. Each 
frontier indicates the minimum cost for a given output according to the available technology for 
that year. Point “b” shows firm i’s actual cost at frontier at time   0 where its cost efficiency is 
equal to 
   0
  0
 . When it reduces its cost at time   4 and goes to point “a”, then its cost 
efficiency will be 
   0
  0
 . 
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The second term in meta-frontier cost efficiency measurement is technology gap ratio (TGR). 
Battese, et al. (4112) introduces the following formula for calculating TGR: 
     
     
 
     
 
Technology gap ratio is the ratio of an optimal cost (which is determined by the meta-cost 
frontier) with respect to the annual stochastic cost frontier. In other words, this fraction measures 
the relative distance between the yearly stochastic cost frontier and the meta-frontier cost 
function (which is optimal and most efficient cost function).Since the numerator of this fraction 
is less than the denominator (according to the definition of meta-cost frontier function), it has the 
value between zero and one; and the larger the ratio for each year is, the better the technology it 
uses. 
According to figure 4, since frontier at time   0 is farther from the meta-frontier curve than at 
time   4, it burdens more cost for producing the same level of output. Thus, it uses an inferior 
technology than frontier at time  4. The TGR of firm   at point “b” under the frontier at time 
  0 is equal to 
   0
   0
  . If it goes to point “a” at time   4 the TGR will be 
   0
   0
  
which is greater than before. So, the superior technology (frontier at time   4) has a greater 
TGR and a lower frontier cost. In fact, this ratio evaluates deviation of annual available 
technology from the potentially most efficient one over the whole period.  
Insert figure 4 here 
As it is mentioned above, the meta-frontier cost efficiency can be written as: 
   
           , 
Where the first term is the technical cost efficiency which evaluates the distance of the firm’s 
observed cost relative to the yearly cost frontier. The second term implies the deviation of each 
specific cost frontier from the most efficient cost function for all years. Since both parts of the 
meta-cost efficiency have a value between zero and one, therefore it has the value in the same 
range. 
As a result, the homogeneity assumption in measuring traditional cost efficiency (   ), causes 
some differences in the meta-frontier cost efficiency (   
 ). Neglect the special case of TGR=0, 
    would be higher than    
  in all situations. 
3.3. Technology Gap Ratio as an innovation measurement 
After estimating annual cost frontier function, meta-frontier cost function, efficiency ratios and 
technology gap ratio, the most important purpose of this study which is estimating innovation in 
banking system can be calculated. The method proposed by Bos, et al. (4112) suggests that 
changes in the cost frontier function during the time relative to the meta-frontier function can be 
considered as a proxy of innovation. Generally, firms try to minimize their cost in production 
process and parameters obtained under this condition indicate the status of the technology. In 
fact, units want to reduce their cost and thus try to improve their technology set during the time. 
Changing the technology set varies the technology gap and we can assume that changing in the 
technology gap ratio is a result of innovation.  
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According to figure 4 the TGR of firm   increases by changing from the inferior cost frontier at 
time   0 to the superior cost frontier at time   4. Thus, the positive changes in TGR during 
the time reflect innovation in firm. 
3.3.  Dynamic of technology gap ratio 
To illustrate changes in TGR during the time or shortly, innovation in banking system, this thesis 
will apply Salter curves method. Cantner and Krüger (4112) developed the Salter curves to depict 
differential changes of economic and technological indicators by deviations of the curves during 
the diverse periods. More precisely, the order of units in the first period holds constant. In fact, 
these graph indicate the ordering of firms in the basis of a specific index (here is TGR) and draw 
it for several periods, allows us to compare the changes of TGR or innovation of each firm during 
the time. 
Salter curves have two important interpretations:  
- The first one is about the slope of it. Because of descending order form of firms in first 
period, the slope of curve would be negative and its intensity shows the heterogeneity of 
firms in TGR. In other words, the steeper curve represents the more heterogeneous firms 
in TGR criterion and vice versa.  
- The second concept is about the deviation of each Salter curves from the one in previous 
period and shows the differential changes in TGR. As it is mentioned before, the 
differential changes in TGR of firm measure innovation. Thus locating the Salter curve of 
later period above the Salter curve in first period (holding constant the ordering form of 
firms in the first period) means the average TGR for firms increased and by assumption, 
innovation happened.   
3. Data Source and Description of variables 
Before making definition about variables and the source of data, it is worth to mention that for 
identifying the inputs and outputs in financial institutions, there are two different approaches: 0) 
production approach and 4) intermediation approach. Since banks are the mediator between 
depositors and borrowers, in this study the intermediation approach will be followed (Freixas and 
Rochet 4112).  The stochastic cost frontier function is the one mentioned in previous chapter and 
it is expressed as: 
                
                      0 4      
Where    is the matrix of two outputs and the price of three inputs which all considered as 
independent variables. Two outputs of banks include total loans ( 0) and total investment ( 4). 
Labor, fixed assets and total deposits are considered as inputs. Total cost which is shown by     is 
a dependent variable and is equal to the sum of the quantities of inputs multiplied by their prices. 
These aforementioned variables are the components of the balance sheet and profit & loss 
statements of individual banks which are gathered from US commercial banks from FDIC 
website (provided by Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation)
0
. As it is mentioned above, some 
components of assets and liabilities of balance sheet and income & expense are selected on the 
intermediary approach. Because of the unavailability of inputs prices, we divide the input 
expenses by the quantity of inputs. In the following, there are the definitions of input prices: 
                                                          
  -https://www.fdic.gov/index.html. 
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Price of employees “w0” = Salaries and employee benefits expense divided by the number of 
full-time employees on the payroll of the bank.  
Price of fixed assets “w4” = Expenses of bank premises and fixed assets divided by Bank 
premises, furniture and fixtures, equipment and other assets representing bank premises owned 
by the institution. 
Price of deposits “w0” = Total interest expense divided by the sum of all deposits (including 
demand deposits, money market deposits, other savings deposits, time deposits and deposits in 
foreign offices). 
Table 0 shows the descriptive statistics for outputs and input prices in different years for 
commercial banks. Data contains individual bank information and they are year-end over the 
period 4111-4100. Number of commercial banks is declined from 0001 in year 4111 to 222 in 
year 4100. There are considerable differences in the mean value and standard deviations in input 
prices and outputs among the years. 
Insert table 0 here 
3. Empirical Results 
 
3. . Estimation of annual cost frontier functions 
The general cost frontier function is expressed as: 
             
                    0 4      
If we assume that           
      and    is a vector of functions (e.g., logarithms) of the inputs 
prices and outputs for the firm i according to Battese et al.  (4112), then  
    
                       0 4      
By taking the log, it will look like: 
                                  0 4       
As noted by Bogetoft and Otto (4101) for handling homogeneity in input prices, we use one of 
the input prices as a denominator and here the price of employees “w0” is selected.    is a 
coefficient vector of input prices and table 4 depicts the annual estimation of unknown parameter 
   ( 1 is intercept,  0 and   4 are coefficients of price of fixed assets and price of deposits, 
respectively.  0 and  2 are coefficients of total loans and total investments, respectively) which 
are estimated by “Benchmarking” package in language programming R. 
Insert table 4 here 
Appendix A consist detailed estimation results of annual cost frontier functions. For testing the 
null hypothesis that whether there is actually any inefficiency term in each year ( 1    
4  1) and 
the alternative hypothesis which implied that the diverse costs among banks is arised from 
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inefficiency term ( 0    
4  1), we can use the parameter   
  
4
  
4 . Therefore, alternatively the 
null hypothesis would be    1. By applying t-test, we can see that in all years the null 
hypothesis which indicates that there is not inefficiency term would be rejected. This means that 
the inefficiency effects are significant for commercial banks in their annual cost frontier 
functions.  
Results of parameters for different years show that except in few cases, most of them are 
statistically significant at least 01 percent level and coefficients have the expected signs. Thus the 
annual cost frontier functions which indicate the best-practice function for each year are not the 
same. It means that commercial banks in different years operate under various technology sets. In 
fact, conducting stochastic frontier analysis separately for annual levels allow us to have different 
empirical models for different years.  
After estimating     and the stochastic cost frontier function, cost efficiency score for each bank 
is an important interest in benchmarking studies which enables us to compare banks. All the 
process can be done using the language programming “R” and package “Benchmarking” 
(Bogetoft and Otto 4100).  
Cost efficiency levels which are calculated by the cost frontier function show the deviation of 
each banks’ actual cost from its most efficient cost frontier function. The average cost efficiency 
for years under investigation show that the efficiency score in commercial banks is not very high 
and they are not close to the cost frontier function in different years. In other words, these 
numbers indicate the potential cost savings for commercial banks. For example in year 4112  it is 
only about 22 percent of their actual cost which implied the ability of banks’ manager to control 
cost. Table 0 shows the mean value of technical efficiency in different years.  
Figure 0, also illustrates the distribution of technical efficiency of commercial banks in different 
years from year 4111 till 4100. These figures for each year depict the frequency distribution of 
technical efficiency in US commercial banks which are left skewed in all years. This means that a 
considerable number of banks have efficiency scores more than the mean value in each year. 
Besides, we particularly observe higher efficiency scores in yeas 4114 and 4110 which only 
about 02 percent of banks have the efficiency scores more than 21 percent (and in remained years 
it is less than 02 percent).   
Insert figure 0 here 
As it mentioned above, estimating cost frontier functions and technical efficiency scores is 
helpful if we want to compare banks in specific year under the same regulations or technologies 
and would not be reliable for comparison of banks working in different environments. Thus, the 
different conditions have to be considered in calculating efficiency scores for the purpose of 
evaluating the performance of banks operating under different technologies. Subsequently, it is 
necessary to estimate a common frontier function for all banks which takes into account this 
restriction. In the case of technical efficiency, it only represents the banks managers’ capability to 
reduce cost without confusing with other factors such as the situations that discussed above. In 
the following subsection, the meta-frontier cost function for banks is estimated and we can 
produce such efficiency scores.     
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3. . Estimation of meta-frontier cost function 
In contrast of stochastic cost frontier functions, estimating meta-frontier cost function for the 
whole period provide a common cost function which is potentially available for all banks in the 
considered period and enables us to compare firms in different years. Moreover, it takes the 
advantage of an analysis for technology gaps in each year relative to the accessible technology 
for the whole period. 
The parameters of meta-frontier function which can be obtained by solving the underlying 
problem make the distance of the annual frontier and meta- frontier minimized. In other words, 
meta-frontier cost function is a deterministic parametric cost function which is not more than the 
deterministic part of annual stochastic cost frontier functions (Battese, Rao et al. 4112). Thus the 
restriction of current problem is that the meta-frontier function has to be below the all annual 
frontiers or: 
                 
  
 
  0
 
  0
 
          
      , 
The solution of this problem is equal to the solution of minimizing the equation         in 
which   is the vector of mean of input prices and outputs of all banks in all years (Battese, Rao et 
al. 4112). The restriction is the same as before: 
          
      , 
This problem also can be calculated by package “lpsolve” in language programming “R” 
(Berkelaar 4100) which is used for linear programming. Table 2 shows the estimation of 
unknown parameters of meta-frontier cost function. 
Insert table 2 here 
The coefficients of meta-frontier cost function are almost different from those in the annual cost 
frontier function. Put differently, the meta-frontier cost function which is obtained by this 
procedure locates beneath all annual cost frontiers of commercial banks and is potentially 
available for all banks in all periods. In fact, it is the minimum cost considering the most efficient 
cost functions of commercial banks in the period 4111 to 4100. Some stochastic frontiers are 
tangent to the meta-frontier function and at the same time, others have some distance to it or are 
above it. 
3.3. Estimation of Technology Gap Ratio 
Technology gap ratio which indicates the deviation of annual cost frontier from the meta-frontier 
cost function can be calculated manually. With this measurement we can compare the various 
technology sets applying by the commercial banks in different years. In other words, the average 
technology gap ratio in each year implies that how the performance of banks in one year 
improves comparing to banks in other years within a considered period. This measurement ranges 
between zero and one where one is for firms operate on the meta-frontier. Here, the average TGR 
for all commercial banks in the whole period is estimated 1692. Table 0 depicts the mean value of 
TGR in different years and it varies from 1622 (in year 4100) to 162 (in year 4114). These results 
demonstrate that in year 4100 the commercial banks adopted inferior production technologies 
compare to other years. If the available technology which is associated to the meta-frontier 
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function was applied, the commercial banks in that year could save up to 22 percent of their 
frontier cost. In other words, even if all banks operate on the most efficient cost frontier function 
in year 4100, the frontier function lags behind the meta-frontier function with gap 22 percent. In 
contrast, in year 4114 the distance between the annual cost frontier and meta-frontier function is 
minimum and we can interpret that the superior production technologies were used in comparison 
to other years. Put differently, in year 4114 commercial banks tended to employ the most 
efficient production process in providing financial services. By employing the meta-frontier 
technology set, the potential cost saving in that year could be only 01 percent of their cost which 
reflects the highest efficiency in commercial banks for year 4114. In other words, it is inferred 
that commercial banks in this year operated nearly to the meta-frontier cost function.  
Figure 2 displays the annual frequency distribution of technology gap ratio for commercial banks 
over the period 4111 to 4100. In fact, these figures illustrate the degree of diversities in adjusting 
the most efficient technology set among the years under consideration. Almost in all years the 
density distribution of TGR are negative skewed which means that there were a lot of banks that 
have TGR more than the mean value and could better adapt to the meta frontier function in each 
year (Wuertz 4112). For example in year 4100, more than 22 percent of commercial banks have 
TGR higher than the mean value.   
Insert figure 2 here 
3.3. Estimation of meta-frontier efficiency scores 
One of the most important features of analyzing meta-frontier efficiency is that it is composed of 
two parts: Technical efficiency and TGR. The first component only focuses on the efficiency of 
each firm with respect to the relevant annual cost frontier function which is rooted from the 
specific performance of each firm in that year. The second part indicates the gap ratio of annual 
cost frontier to the meta-frontier or simply, the distance of cost frontier of each year to the most 
efficient frontier in the whole period. 
   
           
For calculating technical efficiency (   ) we have to consider the homogeneity of banks that 
operate under the same technology sets. Therefore, this measurement is higher or equal to the 
meta-efficiency scores (   
 ) which is not associated with this homogeneity restriction. Moreover, 
it is possible to observe different associations between technical efficiency and technology gap 
ratio. I: sometimes we may observe some banks which are technically efficient (low technically 
efficient) regarding to the annual cost frontier functions but their technology gap ratios (TGR) are 
relatively low (high). II: In contrast, we may find some banks with low (high) technical 
efficiency and at the same time have low (high) TGRs. This implies the position of banks 
compare to the meta-frontier cost function which depends on how efficiently they adjust to the 
most efficient technology set and utilize their input resources such as their human and capital 
resources. From this point of view, these measurements can help the authorities, policy makers 
and bank managers to find the causes of inefficiency for each bank in different years.  
Insert table 0 here 
Table 0 shows the average of annual cost efficiency scores, TGRs and meta-efficiency levels for 
the considered period. We can observe that in which direction the technology gap ratios and 
technical efficiency are correlated for commercial banks in different years. It discloses that in 
some years these two measures are negatively correlated while in other years they reveals a 
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positively correlation. By calculating the mean value of TGRs and cost efficiency scores for the 
whole period, the correlation coefficient between these two average measurements estimates 
about 1.22. This implies that on average, in an assumed year with specific technology set (with a 
particular TGR) commercial banks in US can catch up 22 percent of the whole change. In other 
words, they can capture the occasional downward movement of technology set by better 
adjusting their actual cost to the new cost frontier function and make their technical efficiency 
scores improved. Statistically, it means that on average TGR and cost efficiency of commercial 
banks are positively associated with each other and the strength of this linear correlation is 22 
percent.  In other words, it might be an indicator of the ability of banks’ managers in adapting to 
the most efficient technology set during the time by providing different financial services, more 
efficient money transaction mechanism and new financial instruments which reduce their costs.      
This result of meta-frontier method in the yearly analysis is in contrast to the regional analysis of 
Battese et al. (4112). In their study, they attained the negative association between the mean 
value of cost efficiency scores and TGR for garment firms in five different regions in Indonesia. 
It can be inferred that in yearly analysis within a specific country, firms are more flexible to 
adjust their actual cost to the most efficient technology sets since they operate in the same local 
or regional environment. However, in regional analysis (such as done in different regions of 
Indonesia) firms are more consistent with their regional cost frontier function rather than adapting 
to the meta-frontier cost function which is the most efficient cost function for all regions. Thus, 
we observe regions with low (high) TGRs and high (low) technical efficiency scores.   
Insert figure 2 here 
The mean value of meta-frontier efficiency scores for commercial banks over the considered 
period varies from 1600 in year 4100 to 1691 in year 4114. The numbers in table 0 imply that on 
average, commercial banks did not operate on the meta-frontier cost function and banks’ actual 
costs, on average, have at least 21 percent distance to the most efficient cost function (meta-
frontier cost function).  
Insert figure 9 here 
The trend of average meta-frontier cost efficiency scores are illustrated in figure 9. It shows that 
from year 4111 to year 4114, this efficiency measurement increased and is highly affected by the 
technology gap ratio rather than technical efficiency. This means that the technologies 
corresponded to these years are relatively close to the most efficient cost function for the whole 
period. It implies that commercial banks tried to adapt the meta-frontier function especially in 
year 4114. Put differently, in addition to their high technical efficiencies they operate under the 
superior technologies. In contrast, from year 4110 to 4100 this score declined (except for 4112 
and 4100 with a little increase) from 16220 to 16220.  
Figure 2 displays the frequency distribution of meta-efficiency scores for commercial banks in 
different years from year 4111 to 4100.These figures illustrate that frequency distribution of 
meta-efficiency scores in all years are left skewed which means that a huge number of banks with 
meta-frontier efficiency levels more than the mean vale of the considered year. In particular, in 
year 4112 (the year corresponds to financial crisis), although this measurement is relatively low 
(1602), about 29 percent of commercial banks are distributed around the mean value of meta-
efficiency score.  
Insert figure 2 here 
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3.3. Estimation of changes in TGR as an innovation measurement 
As it is explained in section 0.2, I will try to visualize innovation in banking system by the 
changes in TGR for each firm during the time. Here, following Bos, et al. (4112), we assume that 
leaders who have the highest technology gap ratio do not innovate and the largest level of TGR 
will be one. In other words, the leaders are on the frontier functions and by changing the frontier 
functions during the time, they still on the frontier. Thus, their TGR will be one in all periods and 
other firms (followers) can increase their technology gap by decreasing their cost and being 
closer to the frontiers. In this case, the changes in technology gap ratio can be the measurement or 
a proxy of innovation.  
Figure 2 shows the annual average value of TGR for period 4111 to 410. This ratio has 46220 
annual growth rate and varies from 1622 in year 4111 to 1622 in year 4100. By the definition that 
the change in TGR is a proxy of innovation, we can say that during these years, innovation in 
commercial banks has happened by the increasing rate 46220 per year. It is worth to mention that 
the average of TGR in years 4104 and 4100 decreased to 1692 and 1622 respectively which 
implies that the annual cost frontier function moved upward over considered years and the 
distance to the meta-frontier cost function is increased.    
Insert figure 2 here 
 
In order to visualize the quantity and quality of changes of TGR in commercial banks, in 
continue, I applied the Salter curves method. I order banks in descending form by their total 
assets in year 4100 and select the first 011 banks (large banks) as a sample. Then, for the sake of 
better visualizing of the changes in TGR during the time for these specific commercial banks, I 
divide the period under investigation to five groups in 0-year window (except last group which is 
included only two years). In each group, the descending ordered TGR for these banks in year 
4111 is considered as the basis for comparison. In other words, in subsequent periods, banks are 
sorted based on the ordered form in year 4111. In fact, the sign of slope would be negative and its 
quantity shows the heterogeneity of banks in TGR. Therefore, in one hand, if the Salter curve of 
the later period locates above (below) the Salter curve of the former period, it indicates that banks 
in the later period adopted better (worse) to the most efficient technology set comparing to the 
first period. On the other hand, if the amount of negative slope in first period is less (more) than 
the slope of curve in later period, it implies that heterogeneity of banks in TGR increased 
(decreased) in later period comparing to the former period. 
Figures 2 to 00 illustrate the changes of technology gap ratio for period 4111 to 4100. In each 
figure, the blue line shows the technology gap ratio in year 4111 and the other ones show this 
ratio in following years. 
The average value of TGR (for aforementioned 011 banks) in year 4111 is 1.9 which points out 
the average distance of its cost frontier to the meta-frontier cost function. As it is shown in figure 
2, mean value of TGR is increased to 1.2 and 1620 in years 4110 and 4114, respectively, which 
implies the improvements in financial services of commercial banks and might be related to 
innovation in banking system, especially in year 4114. The lower negative slope of lines implies 
that in year 4114 technology gap ratio of commercial banks are less heterogeneous than year 
4110 and 4111. In fact the heterogeneity of banks decreased during this period. We can interpret 
this observation as the similar movements of bank’s managements to hire the closer technology 
set to the meta-frontier cost function.   
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Figure 01 shows that the technology gap ratio in years 4112 and 4112 are almost the same in a 
way that both lines are located under the TGR ratio in year 4110. Decreasing TGR means that 
this period is associated with the collapse of the technology set from the superior cost frontier 
function in year 4110 to the inferior ones in years 4112 and 4112. In other words, the cost 
frontier function goes up and the distance between it and the most efficient cost function is 
increased. In addition, the Salter curve is almost horizontal which shows the homogeneity of 
banks in TGR.     
Insert figure 2 and 01 here 
In the subsequent period, although TGR in 4112 comparing to year 4119 is reduced, in next year 
it is increased even more than the one in year 4119. This growth indicates some improvements in 
technology set. In other words, the performance of commercial banks is affected by some 
innovations in this period which is along with reduction or downward movement of cost frontier 
function in year 4112. Also, the same slop of Salter curves implies that the degree of 
heterogeneity in commercial banks did not change from 4119 to 4112.    
Figure 04 displays changes of TGR in commercial banks in the period 4112 to 4100. As it is 
shown, this ratio in year 4101 decreased (even less than TGR in year 4111 in some banks) but in 
the following year it is increased. It can be inferred that innovation happened where it put the 
annual cost frontier function somewhere close to the meta-frontier function.  
 The average of TGR is decreased in year 4100, even less than year 4111. This means the cost 
frontier function in year 4100 is close to the cost frontier function for year 4111. In other words, 
in year 4100 commercial banks operate under an inferior technology set comparing to the meta-
frontier cost function which is the most efficient cost function. 
Insert figure 00, 04 and 00 here 
For comparing the trend of TGR in small banks and large banks, I sort banks by their total assets 
and draw the Salter curves for the last 011 banks (which are considered as small banks) in the 
considered period, likewise the procedure which was performed for large banks. Figure 02 to 
figure 02 provide a full image of the TGR for the small banks. It is obvious that there are not any 
considerable differences in changing the TGR between these two groups of commercial banks 
and we can interpret that innovation activities are almost in the same range for large and small 
banks. However, the heterogeneity of technology gap ratios in small commercial banks in year 
4112 and 4100 is more than large banks. These years are corresponded to the after great financial 
crisis starting in 4112 with significant changes in banking regulations. Therefore, it indicates that 
banks with lower total assets are more fragile in adjusting to the most efficient frontier function 
than banks with high total assets especially in corresponding financial crisis year.  
Insert figure 02, 02, 09, 02 and 02 here 
6. Conclusion 
This research tried to calculate the cost efficiency scores for banks which operate under the same 
technologies by SFA approach. By applying meta-frontier analysis for finding a global efficiency 
measurement, we compared banks which operate under different technologies and calculated 
Technology Gap Ratio (TGR). Finally, the trend of TGR visualized using the Salter curves which 
imply financial innovation in banking system.   
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I employed the changes of Technology Gap Ratio (TGR) as a proxy of innovation. TGRs are 
calculated using frontier analysis. At first step, I estimated the annual cost frontier functions and 
the most efficient cost frontier function (meta-frontier cost function) which is potentially 
available for the whole period. Then, the relative distance of annual cost frontier functions to the 
meta-frontier function which defined as TGR are calculated for different years.  
It is discussed that the average TGR (which implies how much the technology is used in specific 
year lags behind the most efficient one for the whole period) has a positive correlation to the 
annual cost efficiency scores. It is inferred that usually, on average, the technically efficient 
commercial banks in one year are also technologically efficient and vice versa. This result of 
meta-frontier method in the yearly analysis is in contrast to the typical regional analysis. It can be 
inferred that in yearly analysis, firms are more flexible to adjust their actual cost to the most 
efficient technology set since they operate in the same local or region. However, in regional 
analysis firms are more consistent with their regional cost frontier function rather than adapting 
to the meta-frontier cost function which is the most efficient cost function for all regions. 
In next step, in order to display changes of TGR for commercial banks, the Salter curves for the 
first 011 banks (which are selected by ordering them with respect to their total assets in year 
4100) are drawn. The considered period is divided into 0-year time windows from 4111 to 4100 
and the trend of TGR investigated for each bank. The results showed that the average of TGR 
from 4111 to 4100 was associated with 46220 annual growth rate which varied from 1622 in year 
4111 to 1622 in year 4100. We can say that the commercial banks have experienced innovation 
by annual growth rate equal to 46220. Even though this ratio increased in the first three years, it 
almost was decreasing in the following years. The meta-frontier efficiency scores have the same 
behavior in this period.  
Comparing the Salter curves of TGR for large and small banks show that there are not any 
considerable differences in changing the TGR between these two groups and we can interpret that 
innovation activities are almost in the same range for large and small banks. However, the 
heterogeneity of technology gap ratios in small commercial banks in year 4112 and 4100 is more 
than large banks. These years are corresponded to the after great financial crisis starting in 4112 
with significant changes in banking regulations. Therefore, it indicates that banks with lower total 
assets are more fragile in adjusting to the most efficient frontier function than banks with high 
total assets especially in corresponding financial crisis year.  
Comparing Salter curves for both groups of banks (large and small commercial banks) seems 
very useful however this interpretation is only relied on the visual comparison. Thus, for 
estimating the real effects of banks’ size on their innovation activities, more precise empirical 
studies are desirable. 
Finally, the empirical studies which are proposed for further investigation in this context are as 
follows: 
i) Looking at the reasons behind the dynamics of technology gap ratios and their 
influences on TGRs. Changing the technological innovation in banking system (such 
as ATM, online-banking, etc), changing the regulations and supervisory policies (such 
as foreign-ownership regulations, central banking regulations, etc) and 
macroeconomic fluctuations can be considered as hypothetical reasons for TGR 
violations in banking system.   
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ii) Finding the real relationship between size of commercial banks and TGRs in banking 
system. It would be helpful to test this hypothesis by using a predefined level of 
significant and proper statistical methods.  
iii) Investigating the effects of changes in technology gap ratios on the entry and exit rates 
of banks during the time. Someone may find it as an interesting topic to be discussed 
in the formal context of evolutionary economics.     
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Appendix  : Tables 
 
Table 0: Summary statistics for commercial banks in US for different years 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4: unknown parameters (  ) of annual cost frontier functions 
Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Number of banks 1,130 1,141 1,136 1,146 1,141 1,136 1,094 1,070 1,041 1,018 982 950 915 857
total cost 3.8 3.8 2.6 2.3 2.6 3.5 4.9 6.5 4.6 3.0 2.5 2.3 2.1 1.9
outputs:
Total loans and lease (y1) 2,151 2,193 2,367 2,555 3,093 3,360 3,780 4,345 4,410 4,123 4,261 4,380 4,619 4,741
Mean 1.9 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.7 3.0 3.5 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.3 4.6 5.0 5.5
Standard deviation 15.0 14.7 16.3 17.5 22.6 26.5 32.2 37.3 38.7 37.0 40.5 43.9 46.5 49.3
Total investment securities (y2) 488 564 641 741 897 914 1,033 981 1,100 1,492 1,614 1,696 1,852 1,818
Mean 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.5 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.1
Standard deviation 2.9 3.6 4.3 5.1 7.4 8.5 9.8 9.1 11.5 16.2 17.4 18.4 20.1 19.8
Input prices (%):
Price of employees (w1)
Mean 45.3 47.8 53.5 51.0 54.2 55.2 62.4 62.4 61.9 63.5 65.5 66.9 76.5 77.1
Standard deviation 65.6 40.1 163.1 17.8 31.6 20.5 122.6 51.3 31.6 27.6 30.7 30.1 169.2 143.6
Price of fixed assets (w2)
Mean 0.15 0.19 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.10 0.06 0.06 0.11 0.21
Standard deviation 2.4 3.5 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.8 1.0 0.7 0.6 1.5 3.5
Price of deposits (w3)
Mean 0.58 0.53 0.40 0.35 0.36 0.77 1.78 3.05 2.19 0.39 0.25 0.02 1.36 0.02
Standard deviation 17.8 14.7 8.7 7.1 7.5 13.9 32.3 57.7 44.1 8.6 5.2 0.1 40.4 0.1
The refrence of data is FDIC website. All values are in millions of US dollors except input prices.
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Table 0: Technical efficiency, technology gap ratio and meta-frontier efficiency 
 
 
Table 2: Unknown parameters of meta-frontier cost function 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2: General statistics of meta-cost efficiency scores 
Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
4.46 3.47 1.91 2.69 3.45 3.45 3.67 3.94 3.57 3.27 4.39 2.90 3.70 5.24
(0.02) (0.21) (0.16) (0.17) (0.24) (0.19) (0.24) (0.2) (0.35) (0.22) (0.23) (0.22) (0.21) (0.26)
0.09 0.06 0.16 -0.02 -0.17 -0.10 -0.37 -0.09 -0.30 -0.09 -0.22 -0.26 -0.20 -0.30
(0.05) (0.06) (0.04) (0.03) (0.05) (0.04) (0.07) (0.03) (0.07) (0.02) (0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04)
-0.02 0.06 0.58 0.61 0.53 0.50 0.58 0.29 0.17 0.41 0.40 0.75 0.48 0.18
(0.05) (0.05) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.06) (0.03) (0.06) (0.03) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.05)
0.57 0.65 0.62 0.64 0.64 0.66 0.63 0.66 0.60 0.60 0.64 0.64 0.66 0.62
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
0.29 0.11 0.20 0.20 0.18 0.19 0.14 0.17 0.10 0.18 0.18 0.15 0.11 0.14
(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02)
Numbers are my own calculation using package "Benchmarking" in language programming "R".
Values in parentheses are standard errors of parameters.
β0
β1
β2
β3
β4
year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
CE
mean 0.65 0.60 0.66 0.67 0.64 0.63 0.59 0.62 0.57 0.61 0.62 0.61 0.59 0.58
Standard deviation 0.12 0.14 0.17 0.16 0.12 0.16 0.15 0.16 0.10 0.16 0.14 0.17 0.17 0.15
TGR
mean 0.57 0.67 0.91 0.78 0.69 0.67 0.66 0.62 0.67 0.71 0.60 0.78 0.68 0.55
Standard deviation 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05
CE*
mean 0.37 0.40 0.60 0.52 0.44 0.43 0.39 0.39 0.38 0.43 0.37 0.48 0.41 0.31
Standard deviation 0.07 0.09 0.15 0.12 0.08 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.07 0.11 0.09 0.13 0.11 0.08
CE, TGR and CE* are cost efficiency, technology gap ratio and meta-frontier cost efficiency, respectively.
Numbers are my own calculation using packages "Benchmarking" and "lpsolve" in language programming "R".
β0
*
β1
*
β2
*
β3
*
β4
*
0.86 0.00 0.50 0.58 0.20
Numbers are my own calculation using package "lpsolve" in language programming "R".
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Table 9: General statistics of TGR 
 
 
Appendix  : Figures 
Figure  : Annual cost frontiers and meta-frontier cost function 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure  : Cost efficiency and TGR under different frontiers 
year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Maximum 0.69 0.76 0.87 0.79 0.75 0.69 0.74 0.67 0.91 0.75 0.67 0.86 0.75 0.66
1. Quartile 0.36 0.37 0.54 0.47 0.42 0.38 0.35 0.35 0.37 0.38 0.34 0.41 0.35 0.28
3. Quartile 0.40 0.45 0.70 0.60 0.49 0.50 0.44 0.45 0.41 0.50 0.42 0.57 0.48 0.36
Median 0.38 0.41 0.62 0.54 0.45 0.44 0.40 0.40 0.39 0.45 0.38 0.49 0.42 0.32
Skewness -1.63 -1.31 -1.28 -1.33 -2.02 -1.30 -1.34 -1.12 -1.26 -1.13 -1.29 -0.94 -0.74 -0.66
Kurtosis 8.52 4.38 2.35 2.77 6.69 2.66 3.08 2.27 16.57 2.33 3.53 1.47 1.31 2.64
Numbers are my own calculation using packages "fBasics" (Wuertz July 2, 2014)  in language programming "R".
year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Minimum 0.07 0.12 0.75 0.21 0.10 0.11 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.02 0.00 0.07 0.00
Maximum 0.92 0.91 1.00 0.84 0.78 0.76 0.79 0.83 1.00 0.85 0.76 1.00 0.83 0.73
1. Quartile 0.55 0.65 0.90 0.78 0.67 0.66 0.64 0.61 0.65 0.70 0.58 0.77 0.67 0.53
3. Quartile 0.58 0.68 0.91 0.79 0.70 0.68 0.67 0.63 0.69 0.72 0.61 0.79 0.70 0.56
Median 0.56 0.66 0.91 0.78 0.68 0.67 0.65 0.62 0.67 0.71 0.60 0.78 0.68 0.54
Skewness -3.91 -3.73 -3.91 -15.05 -8.88 -8.30 -6.24 -6.12 -5.50 -6.61 -4.42 -17.49 -4.68 -7.42
Kurtosis 60.73 50.44 63.39 307.26 140.08 109.08 80.16 90.92 79.34 107.73 71.56 409.72 74.22 123.93
Numbers are my own calculation using packages "fBasics" (Wuertz July 2, 2014) in language programming "R".
Total Cost 
Output 
Meta-cost frontier 
Frontier C 
Frontier A 
Frontier B 
0 
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Figure 3: Frequency Distribution of cost efficiency for years  222- 2 3 
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Figure 3: Distribution of TGR for years  222- 2 3 
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Figure 3: Scatter plot of relating "Average of TGR" and "Average of CE" 
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Figure 6: Changes of average meta-frontier efficiency in years  222 to  2 3 
 
 
Figure 7: Frequency Distribution of meta-cost efficiency for years  222- 2 3 
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Figure 8: Changes of average TGR in years  222 to  2 3 
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Figure 9: Salter curves of TGR for the years  222 to  22  
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Horizontal axis denotes the first 011 banks (large banks) in a descending form based 
on their total assets in year 4100 which were also active in the whole considered 
period. These selected banks are sorted according to the year 4111. 
 
Figure  2: Salter curves of TGR for years  223 to  223 
 
Horizontal axis denotes the first 011 banks (large banks) in a descending form based 
on their total assets in year 4100 which were also active in the whole considered 
period. These selected banks are sorted according to the year 4111. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure   : Salter curves of TGR for years  226 to  228 
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Horizontal axis denotes the first 011 banks (large banks) in a descending form based 
on their total assets in year 4100 which were also active in the whole considered 
period. These selected banks are sorted according to the year 4111. 
  
 
 
 
Figure   : Salter curves of TGR for years  229 to  2   
 
Horizontal axis denotes the first 011 banks (large banks) in a descending form based 
on their total assets in year 4100 which were active in the whole considered period. 
These selected banks are sorted according to the year 4111. 
 
 
 
 
Figure  3: Salter curves of TGR for years  2   to  2 3 
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Horizontal axis denotes the first 011 banks (large banks) in a descending form based 
on their total assets in year 4100 which were active in the whole considered period. 
These selected banks are sorted according to the year 4111 
 
 
Figure  3: Salter curves of TGR for years  222 to  22  
 
Horizontal axis denotes the last 011 banks (small banks) in a descending form based 
on their total assets in year 4100 which were active in the whole considered period. 
These selected banks are sorted according to the year 4111. 
 
 
 
 
Figure  3: Salter curves of TGR for years  223 to  223 
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Horizontal axis denotes the last 011 banks (small banks) in a descending form based 
on their total assets in year 4100 which were active in the whole considered period. 
These selected banks are sorted according to the year 4111. 
 
 
Figure  6: Salter curves of TGR for years  226 to  228 
 
Horizontal axis denotes the last 011 banks (small banks) in a descending form based 
on their total assets in year 4100 which were active in the whole considered period. 
These selected banks are sorted according to the year 4111. 
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Figure  7: Salter curves of TGR for years  229 to  2   
 
Horizontal axis denotes the last 011 banks (small banks) in a descending form based 
on their total assets in year 4100 which were active in the whole considered period. 
These selected banks are sorted according to the year 4111. 
 
 
 
Figure  8: Salter curves of TGR for years  2   to  2 3 
 
Horizontal axis denotes the last 011 banks (small banks) in a descending form based 
on their total assets in year 4100 which were active in the whole considered period. 
These selected banks are sorted according to the year 4111. 
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Appendix 3: Summary of estimation cost frontier functions in years  222- 2 3 
 
Summary of cost frontier function in year 4111 
          Parameters   Std.err   t-value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)    2629024   1641219   4062222     16111 
xw4            1612222   1612242    062942     16122 
xw0           -1614204   1612122   -162212     16901 
xy0            1622902   1610220   0162200     16111 
xy4            1642024   1614112   0262214     16111 
lambda         0620009   1601922   0961094     16111 
sigma4         1690012  
sigma4v =  160222290 ;  sigma4u =  162224299  
log likelihood =  -22062294  
Convergence =  2  
 
 
Summary of cost frontier function in year 4110 
            Parameters   Std.err   t-value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)    0622224   1640902    096120     16111 
xw4            1619204   1619022     06012     16492 
xw0            1619242   1612240     06022     16409 
xy0            1692222   1610222    026220     16111 
xy4            1600221   1610222     26102     16111 
lambda         4602110   1604222    026121     16111 
sigma4         1622422  
sigma4v =  160002012 ;  sigma4u =  162222002  
log likelihood =  -01996449  
Convergence =  2  
 
 
Summary of cost frontier function in year 4114 
            Parameters   Std.err   t-value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)     062004   1609210    006012         1 
xw4             160912   1610912     26222         1 
xw0             162204   1614220    406012         1 
xy0             169420   1610420    216222         1 
xy4             164100   1610120    026424         1 
lambda          262009   1649022    026020         1 
sigma4         1690222  
sigma4v =  1614249404 ;  sigma4u =  162214042  
log likelihood =  -92162402  
Convergence =  2  
 
 
Summary of cost frontier function in year 4110 
            Parameters   Std.err   t-value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)    4692109   1609924   0960492     16111 
xw4           -1614102   1610222   -162122     16900 
xw0            1691222   1610294   0261222     16111 
xy0            1692020   1610422   2262290     16111 
xy4            1602240   1610124   0262222     16111 
lambda         0620210   1641029   0260211     16111 
sigma4         1620229  
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sigma4v =  1610201222 ;  sigma4u =  162292204  
log likelihood =  -92260229  
Convergence =  2  
 
 
Summary of cost frontier function in year 4112 
            Parameters   Std.err   t-value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)     062292   1642121    026222     16111 
xw4            -160221   1612421    -06429     16110 
xw0             162002   1612442    046220     16111 
xy0             169219   1610944    026222     16111 
xy4             160220   1610024    006421     16111 
lambda          062292   1601000    026291     16111 
sigma4         1692222  
sigma4v =  160222190 ;  sigma4u =  162009900  
log likelihood =  -29262244  
Convergence =  2  
 
 
Summary of cost frontier function in year 4112 
            Parameters   Std.err   t-value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)     062222   1602222    026209     16111 
xw4            -160129   1612422    -46202     16102 
xw0             162222   1610900    006242     16111 
xy0             169222   1610202    226922     16111 
xy4             160229   1610120    026102     16111 
lambda          262422   1600224    026022     16111 
sigma4         162294  
sigma4v =  1610402940 ;  sigma4u =  162202000  
log likelihood =  -24260222  
Convergence =  2  
 
 
Summary of cost frontier function in year 4119 
            Parameters   Std.err   t-value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)     069922   1640222    026200         1 
xw4            -160299   1612122    -26222         1 
xw0             162224   1612241     26204         1 
xy0             169021   1610924    026299         1 
xy4             160220   1610002    006022         1 
lambda          064229   1602420    026202         1 
sigma4         060100  
sigma4v =  1612211190 ;  sigma4u =  06112000  
log likelihood =  -01226244  
Convergence =  2  
 
 
 
Summary of cost frontier function in year 4112 
            Parameters   Std.err   t-value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)    0622102   1602224    026222     16111 
xw4           -1612112   1610024    -46922     16112 
xw0            1642242   1610022     26222     16111 
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xy0            1692222   1610224    226210     16111 
xy4            1609222   1610122    026209     16111 
lambda         2621220   1601202    026992     16111 
sigma4         162242  
sigma4v =  1612110422 ;  sigma4u =  162042920  
log likelihood =  -20061200  
Convergence =  2  
 
 
Summary of cost frontier function in year 4112 
            Parameters   Std.err   t-value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)     062922   1602000    016122     16111 
xw4            -164222   1612022    -26122     16111 
xw0             160212   1619021     46291     16112 
xy0             162221   1614192    496220     16111 
xy4             160122   1610222     26124     16111 
lambda          064229   1604122    016222     16111 
sigma4         064222  
sigma4v =  162220012 ;  sigma4u =  162022200  
log likelihood =  -00246429  
Convergence =  2  
 
 
Summary of cost frontier function in year 4112 
            Parameters   Std.err   t-value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)    0642222   1644400    026224     16111 
xw4           -1612220   1614222    -06422     16110 
xw0            1620099   1610201    006229     16111 
xy0            1691221   1610222    206229     16111 
xy4            1602292   1610112    026242     16111 
lambda         0600292   1640402    026202     16111 
sigma4         1622920  
sigma4v =  1619229242 ;  sigma4u =  162220904  
log likelihood =  -22260020  
Convergence =  2  
 
 
Summary of cost frontier function in year 4101 
            Parameters   Std.err   t-value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)     260222   1640022    026292         1 
xw4            -164022   1610202    -96020         1 
xw0             162112   1610221    016044         1 
xy0             169201   1610220    226041         1 
xy4             160222   1610002    026202         1 
lambda          462020   1602212    026224         1 
sigma4         1622042  
sigma4v =  1612402202 ;  sigma4u =  169221229  
log likelihood =  -20969200  
Convergence =  2  
 
 
Summary of cost frontier function in year 4100 
            Parameters   Std.err   t-value  Pr(>|t|) 
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(Intercept)     462240   1644220    046290         1 
xw4            -164902   1610120    -26240         1 
xw0             162222   1612209    096202         1 
xy0             169022   1610022    296244         1 
xy4             160222   1610100    026940         1 
lambda          261999   1642002    026024         1 
sigma4         1620222  
sigma4v =  1612920292 ;  sigma4u =  162920442  
log likelihood =  -20962902  
Convergence =  2  
 
 
Summary of cost frontier function in year 4104 
            Parameters   Std.err   t-value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)     062112   1640290    026420         1 
xw4            -160222   1610042    -96022         1 
xw0             162221   1610949    006400         1 
xy0             169912   1610922    026420         1 
xy4             160012   1610020     26102         1 
lambda          060221   1644020    026412         1 
sigma4         1622202  
sigma4v =  1612122024 ;  sigma4u =  16212022  
log likelihood =  -22262022  
Convergence =  2  
 
 
Summary of cost frontier function in year 4100 
            Parameters   Std.err   t-value  Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)     264249   1649100    416002         1 
xw4            -164222   1610202    -26040         1 
xw0             160222   1612142     06220         1 
xy0             169092   1610220    006224         1 
xy4             160202   1610229     26099         1 
lambda          469242   1602409    026212         1 
sigma4         061422  
sigma4v =  160421424 ;  sigma4u =  162112222  
log likelihood =  -2026229  
Convergence =  2  
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